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Search 
is the most genuine 
expression of people’s 
thoughts that you’ll find.







Creativity as a 
DIFFERENTIATOR







“If you want to 
future-proof your 
brain, make it 
more creative”

Dr. Michael Bloomfield









Artificial intelligence is here and it’s 

getting more sophisticated every day. 

But Artificial Creativity doesn't exist….

@JasonMillerca



Creative 
EFFECTIVENESS

Giving a brand something 

that money can’t buy



Even awful creative 
can sell a lot of 
PRODUCT 





50M

600% increase in sales

A Viral Phenomena (Internet 
Stardom)

Tons of Media Coverage

views 70% watched the entire 
3 minutes



It’s not an exact 
science on measuring 
its VALUE



How can we apply 
these ideas to SEARCH?



FIVE 
DIMENSIONS

of Creativity in Search



Being Creative with 
SEARCH MOMENTS 
AND MOTIVATIONS
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709%

increase in the 
total volume of 
accounts 

Online sales 
through non-
branded keywords 
increased by 200%









• Mobile revenue per click increased +48% 

• Profit per pound spent increased +139% 

• Customized menus for different locations

• Leveraged location data to open new stores



Being Creative with 
KEYWORDS
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Buisness



Buisness

facw

publically

vacum

wierd

definately

amazin

ness

wether



558,589
Ad impressions 
in just 2 days

5874 
Visitors to the 
branded site
with a 1.05 CTR



IKEA Retail Therapy







Being Creative with 
COPY
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Don’t be defined by 
SERP POSITION 

(A creative approach to headlines)





British Airways Christmas 
Strike 2009

Chinese New Year 2011

Seizing the search moment
Ann Summers Example 

(Newsjacking & Building the Brand w/PPC)



2010 Election

Ann SummersTM Online
We specialise in long, hard, 
Elections! Visit us online today.
AnnSummers.com/Election2010

Ann SummersTM Online
Visit Ann Summers & find out why we 
believe in a well hung parliamen!
AnnSummers.com/Election2010



Ann Summers
- An innovative way 
of using paid search 
as a branding tool.

 Won the Revolution Awards in 2011

 Ads shown over 1.5m times

 The campaign was picked up by the 

mainstream press including The BBC, 

The Guardian and The Independent 

 Cost was only £4,500

The results



Being Creative with 
THE ONGOING 
JOURNEY
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TV is NOT 
Dead



TV is NOT dead 

Second 
Screening

72% of users use 
their mobile phone 
while watching 
television, being 
passive on TV but 
active on digital 
mobile channels

72%





TV is NOT dead 

@jasonmillerca

ePrices cross-media 
strategy 

Online and offline assist 
verification with Bing Ads 
campaign synchronization

The Volume of ePrice brand 
searches on the Bing Network 
increased by 50% within two 
minutes of a TV spot being 
aired

ePrice’s brand 
awareness on the Bing 
Network increased after 
the TV campaign. 

On average the volume of ePrice 
brand and product searches 
increased by 37% in the weeks 
after the TV campaign

50%



TV is NOT dead 

Performance 
recap
Performance of 
ePRICE’s pay-per-click 
campaigns on the Bing 
Network during the TV 
campaign period in 
winter 2017 versus 
same period the year 
before Source: results of research conducted by 

ePIRCE and Bing Ads

Search queries

+344%

Clicks

+324%

Click-through rate

14%

Cost per click

-26%



Being Creative with 
SEARCH DATA
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Kleenex Example - Kleenex Catches Colds 



Kleenex Example - Kleenex Catches Colds 

During the cold and 

flu season that year 

96%
of Kleenex UK’s media spend

went to regions of the country 

suffering a live flu outbreak.



Kleenex Example - Kleenex Catches Colds 

Total sales increased 

40%
year-on-year in the 

first two months. 

That’s an extra 

432,499
boxes of tissues sold!



Kleenex Example - Kleenex Catches Colds 

The brand can react 

and respond to cold 

and flu outbreaks as 

they happen in the UK 

maximizing investment 

and profits.

And they won several 

industry awards, 

including a Gold Media 

Lion at Cannes



Deeper Engagement
Cognitive Services



Video Indexer
What's in your content



Feature set
Spoken language

identification
Detect spoken language & 

support multi language content

Linguistic Transcript

Convert speech to text in 10 

languages and allow extensions

Captioning

Create captions in three formats: 

vtt, ttml, srt

Two channels processing

Auto detect, balancing, separate 

transcript and merge to single 

timeline

Noise reduction

Clear up telephony audio or 

noisy recordings (based on 

Skype filters)

Transcript customization

Fit to Industry, market and 

domain specific terms

Speaker statistics& 

statistics
Statistics for speakers’ speech 

ratios and who spoken when

Visual text recognition

Extract and group text that 

appears in video as overlay, 

slides or background

Keyword extraction

Find out the keywords discussed 

in each segment

Sentiment analysis

Compare levels of positive vs 

negative spoken or written 

moments over the timeline

Visual content moderation

Detect explicit visuals such 

nudity and racy content

Labels identification

Tag objects such as cat, table, 

car, ball etc. when they appear

Brand detection

Track brand mentions in speech 

or on screen overheads with 

option to customize

Celebrity identification

Identify celebrities and see their 

biography

Keyframe extraction

Auto detection of stable 

keyframes in a movie

Shot detection

Detect when a shot starts/ends 

based on visual analysis

Black frame detection

Identification of black frames in 

a movie

Audio effects

Identify audio effects such as 

clapping, silence, speech

Thumbnail extraction

Automatically extract best face 

selection image

Artifacts

Rich next level of details via 

artifact files

Inline editing
Make manual fixes for errors 

detected

Sub-clipping

Source video is stored once for 

multiple playlists of videos 

segments

Search
Understand the context of 

search results

Widgets

Easily embed delightful widgets 

of the insights and player

Recommendations

Find more videos with similar 

people discussing similar topics

Custom face identification

Customize face identification 

model via image or video

Face detection

Detect and group faces in the 

video

Rest API
Easily integrate with your 

application with REST API

Text content moderation

Detect explicit text in audio

Translation

immediate translate of source to 

54 languages

Topic inferencing 

Identify main topics of the 

video (multi model)

Emotions identification

Detect emotions expressed in 

speech vocal signals

Animation detection

Identify animated characters in 

videos

Multi language transcript

Transcript based on multiple 

auto identified lanugages

Scene detection

Identify semantic scenes in the 

video

Rolling credits 

Identify closing rolling/static 

credits in the video



Extract the transcript, speakers diarization, sentiment 

analysis and brands mentioned 



BOT 
FRAMEWORK

The Bot Connector allows 

you to reach your 

customers where they are.

Connect cross platforms





Get started (quickly) QNAmaker.ai



Flowers 2 U – Same Day Delivery
www.Flower2U.com/Romantic

Making bots discoverable



George Michael

I watch people who are not driven 
by creativity any more, and I think 
how dull it must be to produce 
the same kind of thing.

If you don't feel you're 
reaching something new, 
then don't do it.








